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This book will show you how you can get the most out of your sewing machine while quilting, from

working easily with different weights of batting and fabric, to great time-saving tricks, and how to add

a cornucopia of decorative stitching effects. For those new to the wonderful world of quilting, you will

find all the help and advice you need to get started. Whether you have just completed your first

piece of patchwork and find quilting a daunting prospect, or have been quilting your own work for

years, this book is packed with all the information you need to get the most out of machine quilting,

inspiring new design ideas and finishes along the way. â€¢ The must-have book for machine

quilters, from beginning to intermediate level. â€¢ Get the same polished effects as the professionals

with this collection of techniques, tips, and templates. â€¢ Includes projects on which to practice your

new-found skills.
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as a novice quilter, i knew i needed a comprehensive quilting book that would help me machine quilt

successfully. this book is that wonderful book. the photos are helpful. the book is organized into

simple, helpful chapters. the author does not assume the reader knows anything. i really needed

that. not only do i continue to find helpful information when i need it, but i found that the author

actually built up my confidence by helping me make choices about batting and needles and every

aspect of quilting. not only do i understand how to make good choices; i understand WHY i can

choice this, that, or the other thing. this book helped me so much that i realized i didn't need a whole



stack of instructional quilting books. i really only needed this one and maybe one other i love.

however, this is the book that inspired me to finish a quilt and begin another. happy quilting.

I found this book inspiring as well as a great reference book. Covers pretty much everything as well

as some projects to get you going. All and all I'm very happy with this book and find it a great

addition to my growing quilting library. Thanks .com for carrying it.

The book is informativ on how to quilt the top to state your purpose, simple to follow instructions and

examples.It`s a book where I can find the information needed to start quilting, get the right supplies

like needles, threads.....I recommend this book to any quilter. It si very helpful.

Beautifully structured, clearly written book, with stunning (and useful) photos. I have found this book

extremely helpful: I am at the stage in my quilting journey where I know how to put together a basic

quilt-top, and am particularly interested in how to machine-quilt it. This book is IDEAL for this (it has

some bits and pieces about piecing which are useful, but that's not the focus of the book). It's full of

ideas and has some really AMAZING tips on how to start basic free-motion quilting (I made some

successful trial runs at this the very first time I tried, based ONLY on these instructions) and there is

a lot more here that I haven't tried yet that I think will be very useful as I develop. If you're going to

buy one machine quilting book this should be it. Heaps of information on thread, different feet for

your machine, how to get the tension right, as well as heaps of working instructions at different

levels and lots of inspiration. Absolutely helpful, and a pleasure to browse and read.

I bought this because I am learning to quilt on my own. This book is great for those who want to

learn the ins and outs of machine quilting!

I thought this book would have more about specifics of machine quilting and less about everything

else. It has a picture and suggestion on how to set up your seeing room, how to make your own

ironing board, color choices, quilt sandwich, etc. It is very informative for those who don't know

much about their machine or quilts in general. I thought it would be more specific to actually doing

the quilting using a sewing machine. Good book but not what I was expecting at all.

I ordered this after seeing it at a friend's house. It has been very helpful as I have started to learn to

do free-motion quilting.



Great book on technique and shows several styles and explains a lot about "how to" and is a good

intro level book, and also a good book for someone already quilting, I found several tips I did not yet

know about.
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